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 Free Trial Offer!
 Multi-tiered Subscriptions.
 New and Classic Titles.
    Authoritative, Practical Content  

From a Leading High-Tech Publisher.

Authoritative, practical, 
reliable content, now easier 
to access than ever before.

eBooks from one of the most highly  
regarded publishers in high technology
For more than 40 years, Artech House has been the 
“go-to” publisher for engineers and managers in 
communications, microwave, radar, electronic de-
fense, antennas, GNSS/GPS, computing, microtech-
nology, bioengineering, and other high-tech fields. 
Featuring some of the most well-known authors in 
the field, Artech is known for top-quality content 
with an emphasis on practical, problem-solving ap-
plications. ArtechAccess includes many of our most 
popular recent titles as well  as classics explaining 
the crictical fundamentals that continue to be relied 
upon day-in and day-out. 

Part of the Horizon House Publications family  
(publisher of the esteemed Microwave Journal), 
Artech House has offices in Boston and London.



  Gives users the ability to read selected eBooks 
online or “borrow” them on a wide range of 
devices to view content on- and off-site.

   Requires no special plug-ins or software,  
ensuring easy and reliable access to content.

  Features convenient copy, paste, and print 
capabilities, ensuring even greater access to 
information where and when it’s needed.

  Includes highlight, bookmark, and notes 
features to save valuable time on current 
projects and provide quick reference in the 
future.

  Provides speedy search functions to help 
users find the most relevant titles; full-text 
advanced searches to pinpoint needed infor-
mation in selected eBooks.

 

  Both subscription and perpetual access  
license options that fit within your budget.

  Flexible, multi-tiered title packages –  
choose our full 400+ title collection, 150  
titles, 100 titles, or 50 titles that are a custom 
match for your company or library needs.

  Informative help tool offers users clear  
guidance in using ArtechAccess and  
all its features.

  eBooks are transferable to any reading  
device that can host Adobe Digital  
Editions software.

  Risk-free trial subscriptions allow you to  
experience the convenient benefits of  
ArtechAccess and the depth and variety of  
the Artech House title list.

Select the titles or categories you want, or the 
entire collection! Includes classic titles and 
recent releases from one of the most highly 
regarded publishers in high technology. 

Take advantage of your 
FREE two-week trial today!

Simply visit ArtechHouse.com/main/ArtechAccess.aspx 
to provide your contact information and we’ll respond with complete 

ArtechAccess information and arrange for your Free Trial. 

Choose from over 400 eBook titles in:
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Electronic Defense

Antennas
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Software Development & Security

MEMS and Nanotechnology

Communications Engineering

Bioengineering

And more!

Build a custom collection
of Artech House eBooks!

A cost-effective, easy-to-use, 
time- and money-saving  

resource…

Perfectly suited for 
your company’s or library’s 

needs…


